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Weekly Participation and Homework

Student Name: _________________________________________     Date: ___________________

Items Exemplary
(4 Points)

Accomplished
(3 Points)

Developing
(2 Points)

Beginning
(1 Point)

Participation

Class Behavior Followed all class rules this week
(including Chinese time). Focused,
enthusiastic, and respectful to all.

Sometimes broke one or two rules
this week. Usually focused and
respectful, but not always.

Consistently broke class rules this
week. Often distracting oneself or
others (such as via technology).

Frequently broke rules this week;
consistently disrespectful, disruptive,
and/or distracted.

Attendance Always came on time this week, with
all required materials (i.e. packets,
laptop, headphones, notebook,
folder, pen, textbooks).

Late or unprepared no more than
once this week.

Often unprepared or late to class this
week.

One or more unexcused absences
this week. Mostly late or unprepared.

Homework

Lesson Preview
[Note: This is *not* part of your
official grade. However, it is very
important!!]

Always and effectively previewed the
new lessons this week. For new
chapters: learning words and
structures before class. For boss
fights, workbooks, projects, etc:
preparing for success.

Mostly but not always effectively
previewed the new lessons this
week. Demonstrating understanding
of some lesson material, but not all.

Did not preview the new lessons this
week effectively; previews were
consistently hasty and incomplete.

Rarely or never previewed the new
lessons this week; previews were
extremely cursory.

Journal Wrote substantial entries every
school day this week (i.e. at least 3
lines). Used new and/or challenging
words and structures.

Did not always complete Journal;
entries occasionally too short,
simple, or repetitive.

Often did not complete Journal.
Entries far too simple or contain
many errors.

Rarely or never completed the
Journal. Entries are highly disjointed
with constant errors or interference.

Handwriting
[If you're handwriting your journal,
this counts.]

Practiced handwriting Chinese
characters every school day this
week (at least 2-3 lines). The
characters were new and/or
challenging.

Did not always complete Journal;
entries occasionally too short or
simple.

Often did not complete Journal.
Entries far too simple or contain
many errors.

Rarely or never completed the
Journal. Entries are highly disjointed
with constant errors.
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Skritter Used Skritter every day this week
(plus weekends). Used deliberate
practice to review vocab effectively.

Used Skritter almost every day this
week (i.e. 5-6 days). Mostly used
deliberate practice, but not always.

Often did not use Skritter this week
(i.e. 3-4 days). Did not use Skritter
effectively (rushing through,
mindless clicking, lack of reflection).

Rarely or never used Skritter this
week (i.e. 0-2 days).

Skritter: Progress Got Skritter "due items" to zero
every day this week; fully caught up
to current lessons.

Got Skritter "due items" to zero most
days this week; may be several
lessons behind the current lesson.

Did not get "due items" down to zero
consistently this week. Many lessons
behind current lessons.

Rarely or never got "due items" to
zero this week. One full level or more
behind current lessons.
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